
Description

The IR-21 is an I/R remote control test signal generator intended
primarily for remote control relay installers. One powerful I/R code
is radiated every second with an effective range of more than 20M.
The device can be thought of as a remote control transmitter with a
button being pushed once per second. A wired I/R output is also
available allowing connection of I/R flashers and other wired I/R
devices. Powered by an internal 9-Volt battery, the unit will provide
several hundred hours of continuous operation before requiring battery
replacement..
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The most obvious use of the IR-21 testing of I/R relay systems. With
the IR-21 activated at the I/R receiver end of a relay, the installer can
verify and adjust the reception of the I/R signal at the other end of the
relay.

The wired I/R output of the IR-20 is compatible with I/R flashers or
inputs to I/R connection modules allowing injection of an I/R signal at
the input of a connection module or cable. The I/R signal is on the
center of the jack and the outer shell is 0V.
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